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Program Guide 
Sunday, 1 November 2020 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going with wall-to-wall music videos, from new releases to classics 

and the long-forgotten. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Ease into your Sunday with an intelligent and engaging mix of news, updated 

information, in-depth analysis, interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Fauziah 

Ibrahim and Kathryn Robinson plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

9:00am Insiders 

(CC) 

At a critical moment in our history, decisions are being made that will impact the lives 

and livelihood of generations to come. David Speers brings you news-making interviews 

with policy makers and a panel discuss the issues. 

  

10:00am Offsiders 

(CC) 

The AFL and NRL seasons are over and now attention turns to the Melbourne Cup Racing 

Carnival, Cricket, State of Origin and the Rugby Championship. Kelli Underwood and the 

panel unpack all the big sporting action and issues. 

  

10:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor presents the week's best international stories from an Australian 

perspective, as seen by ABC News reporters posted in Europe, North America, China, the 

Middle East, North Asia, South Asia and the Pacific. 

  

11:00am Compass: Faithfully Me 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

This story follows Jo Inkpin, Australia's only openly transgender priest, and Rhett Pearson 

a transgender man, as they embark on their own individual quests to reconcile their true 

identities and their faith. 

  

11:25am TBA 
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12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Landline 

(CC) 

Pip Courtney hosts Australia's pre-eminent regional and rural television program 

covering farming, weather, food, innovation, mining, fisheries, agribusiness, commodity 

prices and other issues affecting regional communities. 

  

1:30pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

Josh Byrne gets tips from a thriving family garden, Jane Edmanson discovers stunning 

rhododendrons, and Costa Georgiadis visits a community garden using permaculture 

principles. 

  

2:30pm Victoria: Et In Arcadia 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

At Osborne House, Albert relishes the opportunity to instruct the family away from 

London, but Victoria is desperate to get back to the Palace and the business of politics. 

  

3:30pm Don't Stop The Music 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

In this three-part series, a school principal join forces with singing superstar Guy 

Sebastian on a mission to transform the lives of disadvantaged kids through the power of 

music. 

  

4:30pm The Mix 

(CC,Repeat) 

Art in the age of Corona. With festivals, shows, venues and events cancelled due to the 

Coronavirus shutdown, The Mix continues to bring you interesting conversations with 

Australia's artists, performers and content makers. 

  

5:00pm Antiques Roadshow: Tewkesbury Abbey 1 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Fiona Bruce and the team are at Tewkesbury Abbey in Gloucestershire and over 2,000 

visitors dig out their treasures in anticipation.  

  

6:00pm TBA 

 

  

7:00pm ABC News Sunday 

(CC) 
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7:40pm Restoration Australia 

(CC,AD) 

When carpenter Kate and her mother Ann buy two old prospecting huts for $100,000 in 

Clydesdale in regional Victoria, they take on 180 years' worth of dilapidation. 

  

8:40pm 

 

*Brand New 

Series* 

Roadkill 

(CC,M,Coarse Language, Drug Use, Violence) 

A forceful, charismatic politician's public and private life is falling apart. As revelations 

spiral, he walks a high wire between glory and catastrophe seeking to further his own 

agenda whilst others plot to bring him down. 

  

9:40pm Doc Martin 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Martin has to rush Buddy the dog to the vet. Meanwhile, Mrs Tishell's young cousin 

Sarah joins her for some work experience, but it does not go to plan, and one of Louisa's 

clients arrives at the surgery unannounced. 

  

10:25pm Killing Eve: I Don't Want To Be Free 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Violence) 

Tensions are running high as the situation in Moscow escalates, and Eve starts to 

question who she can trust. Despite the danger, with her sights firmly set on Villanelle, 

Eve goes rogue. 

  

11:10pm Silent Witness: Awakening (Part 2) 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence)Final 

With Nikki locked in a struggle for survival, Jack must use all of his abilities to track her 

down. When a mysterious person calls to make demands in return for Nikki's release, 

Jack's moral principles are put to the test. 

  

12:10am Doctor Who: Smith And Jones 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

For Martha Jones, a medical student in Central London, an ordinary day turns into a 

nightmare when her entire hospital is transported to the Moon. 

  

12:55am Doctor Who: The Shakespeare Code 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

For Martha's first trip in the Tardis, the Doctor takes her back in time, to Elizabethan 

England. They find William Shakespeare under the control of deadly witch-like creatures. 
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1:40am Doctor Who: Gridlock 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

The Doctor takes Martha to the planet New Earth. There they find the streets being ruled 

by the sinister Pharmacists. They must brave the ordeal in order to discover the terrible 

secret in the city. 

  

2:25am Doctor Who: Daleks In Manhattan 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

The TARDIS lands in 1930s New York. In the midst of the Depression people are 

disappearing off the streets. The Doctor's oldest enemies are at work preparing their 

most audacious plan yet. 

  

3:10am Doctor Who: Evolution Of The Daleks 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

Dalek Sec is reborn in human form and plans to build a Dalek empire in 1930s New York. 

While Martha fights for her life, the Doctor must enter into an alliance in order to change 

Dalek history forever. 

  
4:00am Silent Witness: Awakening (Part 2) 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence)Final 

With Nikki locked in a struggle for survival, Jack must use all of his abilities to track her 

down. When a mysterious person calls to make demands in return for Nikki's release, 

Jack's moral principles are put to the test. 

  

5:00am Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

At a critical moment in our history, decisions are being made that will impact the lives 

and livelihood of generations to come. David Speers brings you news-making interviews 

with policy makers and a panel discuss the issues. 
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Monday, 2 November 2020 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:00am Grand Designs Australia 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Gruen 

(CC,Repeat) 

1:35pm Squinters 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

2:00pm Unforgotten 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:10pm Classic Countdown 

(CC,Repeat,G,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the following 

program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

5:10pm Grand Designs Australia 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Whatever the day brings we'll find understanding, support, comfort and a sense of 

community by coming together to talk through the issues, share stories and listen to the 

opinions of others. Hosts: Ellen Fanning & Julia Baird 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 
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8:00pm Australian Story 

(CC) 

Putting the 'real' back into reality TV, the award-winning series with no narrator and no 

agendas - just authentic stories told in people's own words. Immerse yourself in the life 

of an extraordinary Australian. 

  

8:30pm Four Corners 

(CC) 

Four Corners is Australia's premier investigative journalism program. For almost 60 

years, the Four Corners team has been exposing scandals, triggering inquiries, leading 

national debate and confronting issues that matter. 

  

9:15pm Media Watch 

(CC,PG) 

Paul Barry presents the show that casts a critical eye over the media industry, watching 

the watchers and commenting on all forms of media, PR and communications. 

  

9:35pm Q+A 

(CC) 

Accomplished journalist and presenter Hamish Macdonald leads a panel of guests and 

members of the public in a surprising and thought-provoking discussion that will 

challenge our thinking on big and complex issues. 

  

10:40pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents the day's top stories, analysis, new details and updated 

reporting. Plus Elysse Morgan with finance news. 

  

11:10pm Big Weather (and how to survive it): Ready Together 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

After three years of brutal drought and the hottest summer on record, Craig finds 

himself facing floodwaters as two months of rain falls in just two days in Sydney, the 

heaviest rainfall experienced in 20 years. 

  

12:10am Cleverman: First Contact 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sex Scenes, Violence) 

A series of unexplained violent attacks in the city are blamed on the newly discovered 

'Hairypeople', who have been living and passing amongst us, without our knowledge. 

  

1:05am Doctor Who: The Lazarus Experiment 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

Martha discovers her family is caught up in the scheming of Professor Lazarus and his 

Genetic Manipulation Device. It becomes a fight for survival as human DNA twists into 

monstrous form. 
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1:50am Doctor Who: 42 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

In a distant galaxy, a spaceship hurtles out of control towards a boiling sun with the 

Doctor and Martha trapped on board. They have only 42 minutes to uncover the 

saboteurs. 

  

2:35am Doctor Who: Human Nature 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

It's 1913 in England, and schoolteacher John Smith dreams of time, space and a blue box. 

But when lights in the sky herald something terrible, Smith's maid has to convince him 

that he can save the world. 

  

3:20am Doctor Who: The Family Of Blood 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

It is 1913 in England and war has come a year in advance as the terrifying Family hunt for 

the Doctor. Meanwhile John Smith refuses to accept his destiny as a Time Lord. 

  
4:05am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex References, 

Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

4:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Whatever the day brings we'll find understanding, support, comfort and a sense of 

community by coming together to talk through the issues, share stories and listen to the 

opinions of others. Hosts: Ellen Fanning & Julia Baird 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 
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Tuesday, 3 November 2020 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Four Corners 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:00am Grand Designs Australia 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Blue Water Empire 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers 

are advised that the following program contains images and voices of people who have 

died) 

2:00pm Unforgotten 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References, Violence) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:10pm Classic Countdown 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:10pm Grand Designs Australia 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Whatever the day brings we'll find understanding, support, comfort and a sense of 

community by coming together to talk through the issues, share stories and listen to the 

opinions of others. Hosts: Ellen Fanning & Julia Baird 

  

7:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 
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8:00pm Outback Ringer 

(CC,AD,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the following 

program may contain images and voices of people who have died) 

Lach and his team set a frenetic pace to hit a catch target of 88 feral bulls. But when 21-

year-old Charlie rolls his quad bike and becomes trapped, quotas are the last thing on 

the team's minds.  

  

8:30pm 

 

*Premiere 

Special* 

Brock: Over The Top 

(CC,AD,M,Coarse Language) 

The epic story of legendary race car driver Peter Brock as told by his family, partners and 

closest colleagues. A cinematic, thrilling yet intimate portrait of a life lived on the racing 

track and in the public eye. 

  

9:30pm 

 

*New 

Episode* 

Searching For Superhuman: Thinking Small 

(CC,PG) 

In this episode, we explore how the human body can be significantly affected through 

changes at cellular level by infections, exercise, and new epidemics such as obesity.  

  

10:35pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents the day's top stories, analysis, new details and updated 

reporting. Plus Elysse Morgan with finance news. 

  

11:05pm Q+A 

(CC,Repeat) 

Accomplished journalist and presenter Hamish Macdonald leads a panel of guests and 

members of the public in a surprising and thought-provoking discussion that will 

challenge our thinking on big and complex issues. 

  

12:10am Cleverman: Containment 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 

Koen is mystified by his strange new powers. Looking for answers, he heads into The 

Zone. Aunty Linda realises there is a new Cleverman.  

  

1:05am Doctor Who: Blink 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

In an old, abandoned house, the Weeping Angels wait. However, when people start 

disappearing, a young woman called Sally finds cryptic messages bleeding through from 

1969. 
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1:50am Doctor Who: Utopia 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

As Captain Jack storms back into the Doctor's life, the Tardis is thrown out of control, to 

the end of the universe. 

  

2:35am Doctor Who: The Sound Of Drums 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.) 

Harry Saxon becomes Prime Minister, and his reign of terror begins. This is only the start 

of his ambitions, however, as he announces humankind's first contact with an alien race, 

the Toclafane. 

  

3:20am Doctor Who: Last Of The Time Lords 

(CC,Repeat,PG,This program is rated PG, parental guidance is recommended for viewers 

under fifteen years.)Final 

Earth has been conquered and the Master rules supreme. The Doctor is a helpless 

prisoner and the entire human race has been reduced to slavery. Only Martha Jones can 

save the world... 

  

4:10am rage 

(MA, Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex References, 

Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

4:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Whatever the day brings we'll find understanding, support, comfort and a sense of 

community by coming together to talk through the issues, share stories and listen to the 

opinions of others. Hosts: Ellen Fanning & Julia Baird 

  

5:30am News Breakfast: USA Votes 

(CC) 

Michael Rowland is in Washington, joined by Lisa Millar, Paul Kennedy, Madeleine 

Morris and Nate Byrne for all the very latest news and information as America Votes. 

Plus the rest of the day's news you need to start your day. 
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Other States: 

Queensland  
  

4:30am News Breakfast: USA Votes 

(CC) 

Michael Rowland is in Washington, joined by Lisa Millar, Paul Kennedy, Madeleine Morris and 

Nate Byrne for all the very latest news and information as America Votes. Plus the rest of the 

day's news you need to start your day. 
 

Northern Territory 

  

4:00am News Breakfast: USA Votes 

(CC) 

Michael Rowland is in Washington, joined by Lisa Millar, Paul Kennedy, Madeleine Morris and 

Nate Byrne for all the very latest news and information as America Votes. Plus the rest of the 

day's news you need to start your day. 
 

South Australia  
  

5:00am News Breakfast: USA Votes 

(CC) 

Michael Rowland is in Washington, joined by Lisa Millar, Paul Kennedy, Madeleine Morris and 

Nate Byrne for all the very latest news and information as America Votes. Plus the rest of the 

day's news you need to start your day. 
 

Western Australia  
  

2:30am News Breakfast: USA Votes 

(CC) 

Michael Rowland is in Washington, joined by Lisa Millar, Paul Kennedy, Madeleine Morris and 

Nate Byrne for all the very latest news and information as America Votes. Plus the rest of the 

day's news you need to start your day. 
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Wednesday, 4 November 2020 

6:00am News Breakfast: USA Votes 

(CC) 

10:00am USA Votes: Election Day Live 

(CC) 

1:00pm USA Votes: Election Results Live 

(CC) 

4:00pm USA Votes: Election Day Special Coverage 

(CC) 

  

6:00pm USA Votes: America's Decision 

(CC) 

Witness history in the making in what could be America's most controversial race to the 

White House. Will it be a tight race or a landslide? Ellen Fanning, Stan Grant and David 

Speers bring you comprehensive live coverage. 

  

7:00pm ABC News Hour: USA Votes  

(CC) 

  

8:00pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,PG) 

An unforgettable line-up on this week's Hard Quiz as Tom Gleeson grills expert 

contestants on the Siege of Tobruk, Shaun the Sheep, the Theory of Evolution, and -wait 

for it - the Ferguson TE-20 tractor... 

  

8:30pm Gruen 

(CC) 

It's the year everything stopped... except advertising. So, we can't stop either. Gruen is 

back for a brand new season where marketing secrets are unmasked faster than a 

conspiracy theorist in Bunnings.  

  

9:05pm 

 

*New 

Episode* 

Reputation Rehab 

(CC) 

When Kirsten and Zoe meet The Bachelor's Abbie Chatfield, will they be able to help her 

rebuild real life from the reality rubble?  

  

9:40pm Planet America: USA Votes Special 

(CC) 

After an unpredictable campaign, Americans have finally cast their ballot and had their 

say in one of the most keenly watched US Elections ever. John Barron and Chas 

Licciardello present a special two hour election special. 

  

11:40pm TBA 
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12:20am Four Corners 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

Four Corners is Australia's premier investigative journalism program. For almost 60 

years, the Four Corners team has been exposing scandals, triggering inquiries, leading 

national debate and confronting issues that matter. 

  

1:05am Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Paul Barry presents the show that casts a critical eye over the media industry, watching 

the watchers and commenting on all forms of media, PR and communications. 

  

1:20am Doc Martin 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Martin has to rush Buddy the dog to the vet. Meanwhile, Mrs Tishell's young cousin 

Sarah joins her for some work experience, but it does not go to plan, and one of Louisa's 

clients arrives at the surgery unannounced. 

  

2:10am Killing Eve: I Don't Want To Be Free 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Violence) 

Tensions are running high as the situation in Moscow escalates, and Eve starts to 

question who she can trust. Despite the danger, with her sights firmly set on Villanelle, 

Eve goes rogue. 

  

2:55am rage 

(MA, Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex References, 

Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

5:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

Josh Byrne gets tips from a thriving family garden, Jane Edmanson discovers stunning 

rhododendrons, and Costa Georgiadis visits a community garden using permaculture 

principles. 
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Other States: 

Queensland  
  

6:00am News Breakfast: USA Votes 

(CC) 

  

9:00am USA Votes: Election Day Live 

(CC) 

  

12:00pm USA Votes: Election Results Live 

(CC) 

  

3:00pm USA Votes: Election Day Special Coverage 

(CC) 

  

5:00pm USA Votes: America's Decision 

(CC) 

  

6:00pm TBA 
 

 

Northern Territory 

  

6:00am News Breakfast: USA Votes 

(CC) 

  

8:30am USA Votes: Election Day Live 

(CC) 

  

11:30am USA Votes: Election Results Live 

(CC) 

  

2:30pm USA Votes: Election Day Special Coverage 

(CC) 

  

4:30pm USA Votes: America's Decision 

(CC) 

  

5:30pm TBA 
 

South Australia 

  

6:00am News Breakfast: USA Votes 

(CC) 
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9:30am USA Votes: Election Day Live 

(CC) 

  

12:30pm USA Votes: Election Results Live 

(CC) 

  

3:30pm USA Votes: Election Day Special Coverage 

(CC) 

  

5:30pm USA Votes: America's Decision 

(CC) 

  

6:30pm TBA 

 

  

 

Western Australia 

  

7:00am USA Votes: Election Day Live 

(CC) 

  

10:00am USA Votes: Election Results Live 

(CC) 

  

1:00pm USA Votes: Election Day Special Coverage 

(CC) 

  

3:00pm USA Votes: America's Decision 

(CC) 

  

4:00pm USA Votes: Election Day Special Coverage 

(CC) 

  

5:00pm USA Votes: Election Day Special Coverage 

(CC) 

  

6:00pm TBA 
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Thursday, 5 November 2020 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Planet America 

(CC,Repeat) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

1:30pm Reputation Rehab 

(CC,Repeat) 

2:00pm Unforgotten 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:10pm Classic Countdown 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:05pm Grand Designs Australia 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Whatever the day brings we'll find understanding, support, comfort and a sense of 

community by coming together to talk through the issues, share stories and listen to the 

opinions of others. Hosts: Ellen Fanning & Julia Baird 

  

6:55pm Sammy J 

(CC,PG) 

Biting, bite-sized comedy as Sammy J and his team of troublemakers tackle the news of 

the week. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 
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8:00pm Scottish Vets Down Under 

(CC,AD,PG,The following program is classified PG. It contains graphic detail of a medical 

procedure.) 

Dr Mike performs emergency surgery on a critically ill horse. Dr Chris has his hands full 

with reptiles, Ringtail possums and a rodent. The vets release a past patient into the 

wild. 

  

8:30pm Joanna Lumley's Silk Road Adventure: Iran 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Joanna's Persian odyssey begins in Iran's capital Tehran then south to Kashan, where she 

explores a famed paradise garden. She visits Shiraz, where her grandparents came in the 

'20s then ends her journey in Persepolis. 

  

9:20pm Death In Paradise: Murder Most Animal 

(CC,Repeat,M,Violence) 

DI Jack Mooney and the team enter a nest of vipers when a zoo owner is poisoned by a 

tranquiliser dart, leaving the family run business in turmoil. New officer Ruby Patterson 

arrives with a unique take on crime fighting. 

  

10:20pm TBA 

 

  

10:40pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 
source. Michael Tetlow presents the day's top stories, analysis, new details and updated 
reporting. Plus Alicia Barry with finance news. 

  

11:20pm Louis Theroux: Savile 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult themes, coarse language, content that may concern) 

After the unmasking of Jimmy Savile as a predatory sex offender, and 15 years on from 

the BBC documentary When Louis Met Jimmy, Theroux sets out to understand how 

Savile got away with a litany of crimes for so long.  

  

12:40am Louis Theroux: Dark States - Heroin Town 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Adult Themes, Drug Use) 

Louis Theroux embeds himself in a West Virginian community devastated by heroin 

abuse. He spends time with addicts and follows emergency services that are struggling to 

cope. 

  

1:40am rage 

(MA, Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex References, 

Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 
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4:25am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Whatever the day brings we'll find understanding, support, comfort and a sense of 

community by coming together to talk through the issues, share stories and listen to the 

opinions of others. Hosts: Ellen Fanning & Julia Baird 

  
5:25am Sammy J 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Biting, bite-sized comedy as Sammy J and his team of troublemakers tackle the news of 

the week. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 
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Friday, 6 November 2020 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Outback Ringer 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program may contain images and voices of people who have died) 

10:30am Scottish Vets Down Under 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,The following program is classified PG. It contains graphic detail of a 

medical procedure.) 

11:00am Grand Designs Australia 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm TBA 

 

2:00pm Unforgotten 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:10pm Classic Countdown 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:10pm Grand Designs Australia 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Whatever the day brings we'll find understanding, support, comfort and a sense of 

community by coming together to talk through the issues, share stories and listen to the 

opinions of others. Hosts: Ellen Fanning & Julia Baird 

  

7:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

  

7:30pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD) 

Australia's Most Popular Lifestyle series returns for another season of gardening know-

how and inspiration. So, let's get stuck in with Logie winning host Costa Georgiadis! 

  

8:30pm Vera: A Certain Samaritan 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

DCI Vera Stanhope investigates the murder of Niall Coulter. Vera peels back the 

seemingly benign layers of his life to discover a deeper truth. (Final) 
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10:00pm Mum: December 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

Cathy is trying to have a nice little New Year's Eve party but Jason and Kelly are arguing. 

Cathy tries to sort out her son, keep the party going and find the right time to give 

Michael his present. 

  

10:35pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents the day's top stories, analysis, new details and updated 

reporting. 

  

10:50pm The Virus 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jeremy Fernandez presents a summary of the week's main developments in the COVID-

19 Pandemic - from the health emergency, the economic crisis, the race for a vaccine, 

the easing of restrictions and adapting to our new normal. 

  

11:10pm Gruen 

(CC,Repeat) 

It's the year everything stopped... except advertising. So, we can't stop either. Gruen is 

back for a brand new season where marketing secrets are unmasked faster than a 

conspiracy theorist in Bunnings.  

  

11:45pm rage 

(MA, Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex References, 

Violence) 

Your weekend begins with an all-night music video marathon. Rage brings you new 

music, emerging and independent Australian artists, plus classic hits, party favourites 

and songs you've never heard but will fall in love with. 

  

5:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 
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Saturday, 7 November 2020 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Your weekend starts here as rage counts down the hottest music videos of the week, 

with the latest chart toppers and brand new hit predictions. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and fully up-to-date as Fauziah Ibrahim and Kathryn 

Robinson bring you the latest news, in-depth analysis, politics, interviews, weather, 

culture and global affairs. Plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

10:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going every Saturday morning with wall-to-wall music videos, from 

classic hits and long-forgotten tracks from the rage vault, to the latest new releases and 

special features. 

  

11:05am rage Guest Programmer 

(CC,PG) 

For over 30 years rage has been showcasing a diverse range of music videos from Aussie 

and international artists. Features special guests who program their favourites and 

themed specials. #WatchingRage 

  

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Pine Gap 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sex Scenes) 

Kath, Ethan and Rudi discover each of the malware suspects has ample motives, and the 

unpredictable US President orders a US warship to undertake a provocative voyage 

through the South China Sea. 

  

1:30pm TBA 

 

  

2:30pm Ask The Doctor: Sleep 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Discover why sleep is imperative for healing, staving off disease and brain function. Dr 

Shalin heads to the sleep clinic and finds out why we snore, if it's bad for our health, and 

most importantly, is there a cure? 
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3:00pm Dream Gardens: Toowoomba 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

This new Australian series begins with a rural Queensland couple's journey to transform 

a rock hard paddock into an ambitious and extensive kitchen garden so that they can live 

out their "grow it, eat it, live it" dream.  

  

3:30pm Searching For Superhuman: The Code of US 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

This six part science documentary series features discoveries over the past few decades, 

which have revolutionised our understanding of what it means to be human - and how to 

live longer, better, smarter and stronger. 

  

4:30pm Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

Pip Courtney and Landline reporters around the country bring you up to date with the 

issues affecting rural and regional Australia. From farming, agriculture, food, economics, 

innovation, climate, infrastructure and more. 

  

5:00pm Australian Story 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

Putting the 'real' back into reality TV, the award-winning series with no narrator and no 

agendas - just authentic stories told in people's own words. Immerse yourself in the life 

of an extraordinary Australian. 

  

5:30pm TBA 

 

 

  

7:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

  

7:30pm Victoria: Foreign Bodies 

(CC,PG) 

When Albert leaves the Palace for Cambridge, Victoria faces the traumatic impact of a 

cholera epidemic on the streets of London. 

  

8:20pm Shetland 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Perez questions Donna on the DNA result andTosh arrives in Norway to track down 

Hagan. An unexpected twist leads Perez and Tosh into the murky world of the Norwegian 

far right. 
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9:20pm Endeavour: Coda 

(CC,Repeat,M,Violence) 

Endeavour finds himself occupied with unexpected strife in his personal life - recruited 

by an old college mentor, Felix Lorimer, into investigating matters more suited to private 

eyes. 

  

10:50pm Poldark 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Ross is given hope for the Despards' return to Honduras. Dwight's absences from home 

have unforeseen consequences. Ralph enlists Tess and disgruntled locals to set a plot in 

motion to undo the Despards and the Poldarks. 

  

11:55pm rage Guest Programmer 

(MA, Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex References, 

Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. Guest programmers curate an all-

night playlist of their all-time favourite clips. 

  

5:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 

  
 
 
 


